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In this letter we report the controlled growth and microstructural evolution of self-assembled
nanocomposite multilayers that are induced by surface ion-impingement. The nanoscale structures
together with chemical composition, especially at the growing front, have been investigated with
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. Concurrent ion impingement of growing films
produces an amorphous capping layer 3 nm in thickness where spatially modulated phase separation
is initiated. It is shown that the modulation of multilayers as controlled by the self-organization of
nanocrystallites below the capping layer, can be tuned through the entire film. © 2010 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3318262�

Recently self-assembling has been realized and utilized
in the growth of thin films with nanoscale ordered structures,
like superlattices or multilayers in metal-metal1,2 and metal-
carbon systems.3–7 Despite the experimental accomplish-
ments, understanding of the physical mechanism and the
driving force is still rather limited, partially due to the fact
that a high spatial resolution examination of the structures
were not performed. Self-assembling is often associated with
surface irradiation,2,6,7 high temperature,7 metal species and
content,5,7 deposition rate,4 etc. However, the atomic under-
pinning mechanism is still rather obscure. Also, the self-
organized nanocomposite multilayers reported in literature
generally degrade fast and the modulation is lost after growth
of tens of nanometers.3–7 Further, the driving force of self-
organization, i.e., whether it refers to nucleation and growth
or spinodal decomposition, is still under debate.5,7

In this letter, we present tunable and sustainable growth
of self-organized nanocomposite multilayers by surface ion-
impingement during sputter deposition of carbon and Ti.
The evolution of the nanostructure with growth �thickness� is
investigated in detail by combined atomic scale high reso-
lution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy �HR-
XTEM� and energy filtered XTEM.

TiC/amorphous carbon �a-C� nanocomposite films were
deposited on Si wafer by nonreactive pulse-dc �p-dc� mag-
netron sputtering of Ti and graphite targets, with a TiCr in-
terlayer to improve the adhesion. The details of the experi-
mental setup are referred to our recent work.8 The metal

targets were powered by a double channel dc power supply
while the graphite targets were powered by a p-dc power
supply. The substrate was also biased by p-dc. The substrate
was rotated at 3 rpm during deposition. Structure character-
ization was performed in a JEOL 2010FEG high resolution
TEM operating at 200 kV and having a Gatan energy filter-
ing system.

The deposition and structural parameters of the TiC/a-C
nanocomposite films studied are listed in Table I. The films
are termed by a combination of pulse frequency and sub-
strate bias voltage. With increasing the p-dc frequency, the
sputtering yield of graphite targets decreases so that the con-
tent of carbon in the films is getting lower even though the
sputtering current applied to the targets were kept unchanged
for the first three films. On the other hand, increasing sub-
strate bias voltage enhances the resputtering of carbon atoms
from a deposited film, also leading to the reduction of carbon
content. Accordingly, the composition of the nanocomposite
films covers a wide range of interest. The XTEM of the
nanostructures of the films is shown in Fig. 1. The film de-
posited at 100 kHz shows a homogeneous nanocomposite
structure with weak contrast of crystalline domains; while
those deposited at pulse frequencies higher than 250 kHz
posses multilayered structures, with tunable bilayer thickness
that increases with increasing p-dc frequency and substrate
bias voltage. The multilayers are composed of alternating
Ti-rich and C-rich layers, with the darker ones containing
aligned TiC nanocrystallites separated by a-C boundaries,
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TABLE I. Chemical composition of TiC/a-C films, size d of TiC NCs, wavelength � of the multilayers, revolutions n needed to yield a bilayer, surface

roughness w, and impingement enhanced diffusion coefficient D̄�. Sputtering currents applied to Ti and graphite targets are ITi=0.35 A and IC=1.5 A,
respectively, except ITi=0.55 A for the last film for comparison.

Film code

Composition �at. %�
�

�nm�
d

�nm� n
w

�nm�
D̄�

��10−19 m2 s−1�C Ti O

100k40V 89.8 9.7 0.5 Homogeneous �2 4.6
250k40V 86.6 12.9 0.5 6.7 3–5 3.7 0.3 �1.5
350k40V 80.1 19.3 0.6 9.8 4–6 6 0.28 �2.0
350k100V 75.2 23.9 0.9 14.2 3–7 11 0.23 �2.3
350k40V0.55 66.3 32.7 1.0 Weak multilayer 3–7 0.25
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while the bright ones being C-rich layer mainly composed
of a-C.

From a closer examination of the nanostructures it turns
out that the formation of these multilayers is a spontaneously
assembling process via phase separation, rather than a direct
result of the sequential deposition of Ti and C species, as the
formation of a bilayer generally involves more than one sub-
strate revolutions, e.g., 3.7, 6, and 11 revolutions for the
films 250k40V, 350k40V, and 350k100V, respectively. Obvi-
ously, the number of revolutions yielding one bilayer in-
creases with increasing pulse frequency and/or substrate bias
voltage. Consequently, the bilayer thickness of the three
films equals to 6.7, 9.8, and 14.2 nm, respectively, despite
the slight decrease of deposition rate. Presumably this trend
is associated with the intensified concurrent Ar ions impinge-
ment at the growing surface at higher pulse frequency and
substrate bias voltage.8 A detailed evaluation of the energy
distribution of impinging ions shows that the energy flux
coincides well with the trend of bilayer thickness, as illus-
trated by Fig. 2.

The film 100k40V exhibits a homogeneous nanocom-
posite structure composed of �2 nm TiC nanocrystallites
�NCs� embedded in C-rich amorphous matrix. By increasing
the pulse frequency and thus the energy of ion impingement,
the deposited atoms are able to diffuse over a larger depth,
which facilitates local enrichment of Ti atoms and thus the
subsequent formation of larger TiC NCs. These NCs align
parallel to the surface, giving rise to a multilayered structure.
In the film 250k40V, each Ti-rich sublayer contains one
monolayer of TiC NCs of 3–5 nm diameter. The size of TiC
NCs increases to 4–6 nm with p-dc frequency increasing to

350 kHz. The further intensified ion impingement by apply-
ing higher bias voltage of 100V produces a stack of NCs in
an individual Ti-rich layer in the film 350k100V, in addition
to the larger wavelength. At the same time the size of the
nanocrystallites is getting more scattered in a range of 3–7
nm. It is also noticed that in the films 250k40V and 350k40V
the C-on-Ti and Ti-on-C interfaces show equally well de-
fined contrast. However, in the 350k100V film, the Ti-on-C
interface appears rather sharp, but the C-on-Ti interface ap-
pears relatively diffuse. The diffuseness is related to the ran-
dom nucleation and growth of new �secondary� NCs that
stack on the preformed �primary� NCs.

In contrast to the multilayers deposited layer by layer,
whose waviness is governed by the surface roughness, the
waviness of the multilayers presenting the self-organized dis-
tribution of TiC NCs is decoupled from the surface rough-
ness and is more complex. In fact, this is also one of the
major difficulties in maintaining the growth stability of the
self-organized multilayers, in comparison with the modula-
tion reported in literature that was generally lost after tens of
nanometers growth. The XTEM micrograph in Fig. 3�a�
shows the overall evolution of the multilayered structure of
the film 350k100V. The waviness increases slightly at the
early stage �approximately ten periods� but subsequently be-
comes saturated and stable. It is concluded that the intensive
ion impingement used results in a continuously low or even
decreasing roughness of the growing surface with deposition
time, which ensures the self-assemble process and multilay-
ered structure throughout the entire thickness of the films.

The waviness of the nanocomposite multilayers is high-
lighted in Fig. 3�b� by an inverse filtered fast Fourier trans-
form treatment. Interestingly, the fluctuation of the multilay-
ers, if deemed as crystallographical planes, resembles the
distortion induced by edge dislocations. These “dislocation-
like” defects introduce locally an extra layer of TiC NCs,
resulting in distortion of the multilayers. The “dislocations”
generally occur as dipoles, i.e., two dislocations with defer-
ent signs close to each other locating at a vertical sliding
plane. They cancel the effect of each other, and as a result,
the fluctuation initiated at the lower “dislocation” is flattened
out by the upper one. The “dislocation-glide-plane” in-
between the two dislocations appears as a stripelike region
with a locally diffuse appearance. HRTEM examination of
the stripelike regions �not shown� reveals that the diffuse
multilayered configuration is related to a local disorder of
TiC NCs, i.e., imperfections in the self-organization.

FIG. 3. �a� XTEM images showing the evolution of multilayers with grow-
ing thickness in the film 350k100V, �b� filtered inverse FFT image highlight-
ing multilayer waviness with the maximum fluctuation smaller than a pe-
riod, analogs to edge dislocations induced distortion in lattice planes in a
crystal.

FIG. 1. HR-XTEM images showing the structure evolution of p-dc depos-
ited TiC/a-C film with increasing pulse frequency and substrate bias. Circles
in white color mark TiC NCs.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Diagram showing the trend of energy flux and bilayer
thickness �except 100k40V where no layers form� at different deposition
parameters with the inset showing the energy distribution of impinging ions
at various p-dc frequencies.
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A detailed HRTEM examination of the growing front
discloses a very thin ��3 nm� capping layer or surface
layer, which is invariably amorphous and covers the film. It
is noticed that for a multilayered film the surface layer may
contain alternating C-rich and Ti-rich segments as confirmed
by the energy filtering TEM in Fig. 4�a�, while the C-rich
domains are not clearly distinguishable from the underneath
a-C sublayer. However, this surface layer could be clearly
observed in the film 350k40V0.55 shown in Fig. 4�c�, which
is composed of monolithic structure of TiC nanograins and
a-C boundaries due to the largely increased Ti content. The
existence and amorphous nature of the surface layer are
mainly attributed to the greatly intensified concurrent im-
pingement by p-dc sputtering at high frequencies. It is also a
direct evidence of impingement induced subplantation model
for surface smoothing in diamondlike carbon.9 The surface
layer was supposed to be sp2 bonded carbon of a relatively
low density,9,10 but could not be imaged in pure a-C due to
the lack of contrast.

The wavelength that can be tuned via the p-dc sputtering
process is associated with an enhanced interdiffusion of C
and Ti species caused by the concurrent ion impingement, a
phenomenon noticed as early as in 1970–80s.11,12 It was sug-
gested that the high density of defects may be responsible for
the enhanced diffusivity under intensified ion impingement.
The impingement-enhanced diffusion coefficient D��z� de-
cays exponentially with depth z and can be expressed as12

D��z� = D��0�exp�− z

Ld
� , �1�

where D��0� is the enhanced diffusion coefficient at the sur-
face �z=0�, and Ld represents a characteristic diffusion
length of the ion-impingement-produced defects and can be
assumed here as the wavelength �. For the present case,
D��0� is associated with the experimentally measured energy
flux I illustrated in Fig. 2 and can be tentatively expressed in
the form of

D��0� = Dth exp��I

kT
� = D0 exp�−

Q − �I

kT
� , �2�

with Dth representing the thermal diffusion coefficient of the
phase separation given by the pre-exponential factor D0 and
the activation energy Q, exp��I /kT� being an enhancement
factor and � is a positive constant. Equation �2� can be in-
terpreted as an effective coefficient of thermal diffusion with
the activation energy decreasing to �Q-�I� linearly with the
energy flux. Therefore, Eqs. �1� and �2� provide a correlation
between the bilayer thickness and the intensity of ion im-
pingement as shown in Fig. 2.

The spatial coordinate z in Eq. �1� is related to the depo-
sition rate � and deposition time t by z=�t. For a rough
estimate, the diffusion length can be approximated by Ld

=2�D̄�t�, where t� is the deposition time for one bilayer and

D̄� the average impingement-enhanced interdiffusivity. By

assuming the bilayer thickness as a measure of Ld, D̄� is
calculated for the films as listed in Table I, and the minus
sign represents the up-hill nature of the interdiffusion.

The C-rich and Ti-rich segments in the surface layer in-
dicate that the local composition of the layer is markedly
influenced by the underneath wavy sublayers via the vertical

diffusion process. For example, on the right side of Fig. 4�a�
the capping layer is C-rich since the Ti atoms could travel a
short distance downwards to the underneath Ti-rich layer.
However, on the left side Ti atoms could not travel to the
underneath Ti-rich layer due to the larger distance, conse-
quently Ti is locally enriched and a new TiC nucleus marked
by a circle forms at the bottom of the amorphous capping
layer. This process initiates the formation of a new Ti-rich
sublayer. While the capping layer is “flat,” the waviness of
the multilayers is thus restricted by the diffusion length.
Once the amplitude of local waviness of the Ti-rich layer
underneath the capping layer is larger than the diffusion
length, an extra layer �dislocation� is introduced, causing lo-
cal disordered arrangement of TiC NCs.

One final point to be considered is the driving force of
phases separation, i.e., nucleation and growth versus spin-
odal decomposition. The wide size distribution of TiC NCs
and especially the fine TiC NCs formed right at the bottom of
the amorphous capping layer �Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�� indicate
nucleation and growth mechanism.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� HR-XTEM of the growing front of films deposited at
350 kHz frequency, with the current to Ti target and substrate bias voltage
indicated. A dashed line indicates the surface of the films. Insets are energy
filtered compositional map �Ti green �light�, C blue �dark�� at the growing
front �a� and zoom out �c�, respectively.
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